EPFL Instructions for Advanced Postdoc.Mobility Fellowship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mobility fellowships for experienced postdoctoral researchers wishing to conduct a research stay abroad for 12 to 36 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Features                                                                     | • Submission deadlines: 1 February and 1 August  
• Grant covers living costs and travel expenses  
• Higher amount for couples (and child allowance)  
• Possibility to request a contribution towards research and conference costs  
• Possibility to request a grant for a research period upon returning to Switzerland (3-12 months) |
| Eligibility criteria                                                         | • Doctorate  
• At least 1 year of postdoctoral research  
• Submission up to 5 years after the doctoral exam or thesis defence  
• Swiss nationality, permanent residence, residence or cross-border commuter permit valid on the submission deadline, or marriage resp. registered partnership with a Swiss citizen  
• At least 3 years of working experience at a research institution in Switzerland |

For more information about the supplementary measures available to SNSF-funded researchers, please contact the Research Office.

**EPFL Process**

1. Submission on MySNF  
2. EPFL Institutional Recommendation  
3. Decision by the SNSF National Research Council

**Disclaimer:** These instructions are aimed at supporting the EPFL researchers in their application preparation. It is provided for information purposes only and is not intended to replace consultation of any applicable legal sources. Neither the Research Office nor its collaborators can be held responsible for the use made of this instructions’ document.